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REPORT OF INDUSTRIAL VISIT 

 

17.09.2016 

 

Don Bosco Institute Of Technology 



Kurla (West), Mumbai. 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Sub: Report Of The One – Day Industrial Visit To Safe A&T Pvt. Ltd., Dombivli 

 

On receiving permission from ISHRAE-Thane chapter, 28 T.E. student members along with 

2 final year student members went on an industrial visit to Safe A&T Pvt. Ltd. on 17
th

 of 

September, 2016. We reached the industry at around 10:00 A.M. 

Mr. Akash welcomed us to the factory. He also accompanied us throughout the IV. The IV 

was started with the introduction of the company. We were told that it manufactures 

components such as Suction Line Filter Drier, Oil Separator, Accumulator, Vertical and 

Horizontal Receiver, Drier Core, Valves used mainly for cleaning section in refrigeration. 

Some of the components were, (liquid line filter driers): DMH Series - Eg. DMH -

032(smallest), DCH Series. The DCH series also has some of them having side glass 

indicating moisture level. The cores are made from heads or a single solid core. The factory 

follows batch production and not mass production. There are three stages involved- 

1. Incoming   2. In process 3. Dispatch 

 

1. Incoming-It involves the inspection of all the raw materials that are supplied by the 

vendors. In the storage section all the raw materials are kept in different bins with 

identification sticker. FIFO method is used for assembling raw materials. Once the 

component (raw material) has been inspected, it is sent for thorough cleaning. 

2. Cleaning involves various stages-Hot water dip, Ultrasonic degreasing, Removal of grease, 

Ultrasonic derusting, Iron-phosphating, Saturation, Passivation, Water rinse, Drying. 

Once the above process is done, the assembling process starts.For DMH series (in which top 

is copper) Brazed. The shell or the cylindrical part made of mild steel is soldered by using 

brazing process. The cap or the base is made by copper. The temperatures reach to more than 

1000 degree Celsius. The components are manually or furnace brazed. Here manual method 

was being used. This is then sent for Vibro-Cleaning process. In the above process, materials 

are dipped in a vibrating tray consisting of certain chemicals which forms a form and small 

stainless steel balls. Some of either shell is welded using MIG welding (In which only mild 

steel parts are used). Gas used in MIG is Carbon-Dioxide, Oxygen. Once the base with shell 

is welded or brazed. It is sent so that the inner components can be filled. 

The components entered are- 

1. Perforated disc. 2. Fabric. 3. Glass wool. 4. Dessicant. 

The dessicant can be a core of beads which are made of- 

1. Activated Alumina. 2. Molecular beads or a single core. 

The components are filled and then sent so that the top can be welded so as to form a 

complete structure. To check blow holes and various defects the welded components are 

checked by attaching the two ends of a filter drier to a pump. Then a high pressure of upto 

450 psi is applied and then dipped inside water to check whether there are any holes or not by 

checking whether bubbles are formed. If formed then it is sent to lathe machine where the 

deformed portion is removed and re-welded before it is sent for powder metallurgy. Once 



again it is sent through a pre-treatment process involving- 1.Water rinse   2. Passivation   

3.Iron phosphating. 

Shot blasting is done so as to remove the spatter from welding and to make the surface 

uniformly rough so that the coloured powder adheres to the surface. 

Powder Coating- The parts are then kept on assembly line and they are powder coated in an 

inert environment. Two people are used in exact opposite location so that it can be coated 

properly by using metal spraying guns. Temperature of upto 230 degree Celsius is reached 

and baking process is applied for about twenty minutes. Then the final product is kept for 

drying. 

Thus, we successfully carried out our Industrial Visit at Dry All industry and have studied 

many fundamentals of refrigeration process. 

The visit came to an end at around 2.30 PM.  

We express our thanks to ISHRAE-Thane chapter for organising such an informative visit. 

We express our thanks to our Principal, Dr. Prassanna Nambiar, Head of department, Dr. 

Sarangi and the faculty coordinator Ms. Cleta who permitted us to go on the visit and the 

officials who explained the various departments. Behalf the students I request you to arrange 

more industrial visits for students which can practically train the students. 

 

Thanking You, 

 

Yours Faithfully, 

Kaustubh Morye 

 

 


